[Effect of cooling and electrical stimulation of nuclei of raphe system on states of alertness in cat].
In cats prepared in a 'semi-chronic' manner (spinal cord transected, brachial plexus sectioned bilaterally) all states of alertness are present; their quantitative evolution is characterized by an immediate postoperative period with continuous wakefulness and a secondary period of recovery of the states of sleep, which are then maintained. In such a preparation, localized moderate cooling (+10 degrees C) of the nucleus raphe dorsalis induces slow wave sleep and paradoxical sleep; the same type of cooling of the nucleus raphe magnus induces wakefulness; however, the electrical stimulation of these two nuclei always induces wakefulness. Cooling of the nuclei raphe centralis or pontis suppresses only the 'ponto-geniculo-occipital' (PGO) waves. Colling of the nuclei raphe obscurus and pallidus induces wakedfulness, but stage I of slow wave sleep may occur. Treatment with p-chlorophenylalanine (PCPA) before making the semi-chronic preparation produces the classical syndrome characterized by cortical activation and continuous discharge of PGO waves; in this case cooling of the nucleus raphe dorsalis no longer induces slow wave sleep but only paradoxical sleep; after injection of DL-5-HTP, slow wave sleep is obtained again through cooling; this effect diminishes progressively.